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Abstract: Nowadays we are experiencing an intensive increase in skimming within the Automated Teller Machine (ATM) 
systems. So, actuation in development and safety of the ATM machines is required. An automated teller machine (ATM) is 
an digital telecommunications tool that enables customers of banking departments in transactions and transfer of cash in 
their debts. The patron enters their precise private identity wide variety (PIN), i.e. Stored inside the chip of the card. Due to 
an increase inside the set up of ATM and the number of ATM cardholders, the range of cases of fraudulence has also 
improved significantly. The development in generation has ended in an boom in various skimming activities. So, trends are 
incorporated within the present structures to make it greater comfortable, handy and reliable. The hired secured gadget 
need to have excessive velocity and have to be long lasting. The supplied design is unique due to biometric scanners which 
includes Iris scanner and the two-manner check with fingerprint scanner makes it greater reliable. The iris scanner being 
the number one safety test lets the system get admission to the further steps for transaction. Fingerprint scanner 
embedded in the ATM card acts as the secondary security take a look at for the gadget. The transaction system is a success 
best if the enter information by means of the card holder matches with the database. It consumes much less electricity that 
makes it appropriate for use. The counseled changed device is pragmatic moreover economical when correlating to the 
opportunity current category and confirmation procedures of ATMs. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Transaction system has seen a certain improvement for the reason that early age. Previously barter gadget turned into 
used for the transaction. Then came steel coins and notes. As on this twenty first century, nobody incorporates liquid cash of 
their wallet. The traditional use of metal cash and paper notes have now been replaced with the aid of plastic forex in the 
shape of diverse transaction cards used in ATMs. This led to the discovery of the Automated Teller Machine (ATM). The 
number of ATM card holders has also elevated. The quantity of ATM card customers has accelerated considerably as 
distinctive banks everywhere in the world have installed a massive wide variety of Automated Teller Machines (ATMs). As 
development in technology has also elevated the variety of illegal pursuit and cyber-crimes like ATM card skimming. In 
spite of continuous caution with the aid of the bank authorities, clients have a tendency to disclose their personal 
information to the fraudsters and for this reason come to be their victims. The fraudsters victimize the customers with the 
aid of intercepting their PIN thru fraud textual content messages and emails. 

The purchaser’s account turns into easily handy once they share their account’s PIN through these emails or messages. 

Advancements in era have additionally been a boon to the fraudsters as they have get entry to technology along with 
thermal cameras. Thermal imaging attachments are used to retrieve the consumer’s PIN. When a button is pressed, 
thermal signatures are left at the back of on the keypad. The time lapse among the pressings of the buttons makes it very 
convenient to the fraudsters to understand the PINs. ATM- set up card skimming gadgets are fabricated as a way to healthy 
the actual ATM it is hooked up on. This makes it tough for the consumer to apprehend the devices. Keypad overlays are 
also a sort of ATM-established skimmer that stores the patron’s PIN once they enter it. The fraudsters then make fake ATM 
cards with the identical PIN to withdraw the cash from the person’s account. Both the banks and the clients are affected 
similarly via this act of fraudulence. So, precautions need to be taken from both the sides, else the banks may incur massive 
losses. Thus, the need of advancements in technology and ATM systems are had to enforce if you want to stop such 
skimming sports. Many of the banks are starting to put in force a 2nd stage of authentication device. Further advancements 
are to be implemented to be at par with the skimming technology. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We are augmenting a fingerprint sensor of FIM3030 collection to the RFID card with a small energy supply linked to the 
card. This acts as our degree one protection test. The fingerprint given as input to the cardboard is move confirmed with the 
database created through the financial institution. A message is sent to the registered card holder if there is a mismatch 
among the input fingerprint and the fingerprint in the database. If the safety test has a clearance, the gadget in addition is 
going on with the level-2 safety check i.e. The IRIS scanner. IRIS is the most effective a part of our body which doesn’t trade 
from birth until our dying. So IRIS being the most secured biometric device that we have utilized in our proposed gadget. 
The banks need to layout a database which include the records of the IRIS of the customers, that is to be demonstrated at 
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the ATM counters by using the help of IRIS scanner. If the scanned facts does now not healthy with the bank’s database, 
immediately a message receives delivered to the registered cell range of the consumer. The system has to localize the 
internal boundaries of the iris (scholar and limbs). Further, subordinates stumble on and exclude eyelashes, eyelids and 
amazing reflections. As a end result, a fixed of the complex range will generate that carry nearby amplitude and section 
statistics about the iris pattern. 

A. FUNCTIONALITY OF THE ARCHITECHTURE 

 
Fig.1. Flow chart of the system 

A.1. RASPBERRY PI 

Raspberry Pi three version is a mini computer, which has a committed 1 GB reminiscence space and a risky reminiscence 
RAM. External micro-SD card is supportive in this version. It is a far higher model than of some other microcontroller or 
Arduino. Broadcom BCM2837 SOC chip are used inside the 64bit machine. A devoted images card is already there within 
the Pi version. There are kinds of cache recollections to be had within the version. First is Level (L1) cache, which has a 
length of 16 KB and the second is Level 2 cache, which has a length of 128 KB. 

A.2. RFID MODULE 

At the beginning of the structure, RFID module are used in an effort to access a specific purchaser database, solely unique 
client database is accessed and therefore the complexity of the device behavior is reduced. At the consumer, it has been 
located that it has turn out to be a lot more convenient. RFID makes use of radio-frequency waves to instinctively find and 
tune down tags appended to items. The tags incorporate electronic statistics. This electronic information essentially 
consists of a four-digit code. There are 3 sorts of tags that are being utilized in RFID. Namely, Passive tags, Active tags and 
Semi-passive tags. Here inside the prototype, we've used the RFID tag because the ATM card. While building the 
functionality we should insert that very 4-digit code of the tag assigned to the client within the device database then 
simplest the precise account within the database is accessed. 
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A.3. FINGERPRINT SENSOR 

The fingerprint sensor is one of the security ranges that, we have applied in our prototype. We are the usage of FIM3030 
that uses NITGEN. 3.3V or 5V deliver voltage is needed for this module to paintings. The CPU includes an eight Megabyte 
SDRAM and 1 Megabyte flash ROM. The UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) or USART is used to speak 
among the fingerprint sensor and the Raspberry Pi 3 microcontroller. A user can store the fingerprint statistics into two 
extraordinary configurations modes within the module. The configurations are 1:1 or 1: N. Fingerprint processing occurs 
in special elements, one is fingerprint enrollment and another one is fingerprint matching. Fingerprint module has an optic 
sensor OPP03. A biometric signal template is generated by using the help of digital sign processing and captured an 
photograph. This picture is stored in the database and helps to become aware of the legal client at the time of verification 
procedure. This module could be very green and it could offer a very good degree of protection. 

A.4. IRIS SCANNER 

The security system is then transformed to the polar coordinate device by means of the iris scanner mechanically convert 
to make characteristic elimination method viable. In this extraction method, from the iris image, the two- dimensional 
transferring ridge transformation is used to extract a characteristic vector. The remaining degree is the identity and 
verification manner. The revised aggressive techniques are used to classify the feature vectors and apprehend the 
identification of the man or woman. After identifying the character, the information is matched with the database gift at the 
banks’ server. This matching is finished over the internet connection with the prototype. In this case, we are getting access 
to the ten/100BASE ethernet connection present in the Raspberry Pi module. After the matching is a success the gadget 
will cross into the next loop where the fingerprint of the consumer is being modified. 

A.5. CREATING DATABASE 

First, we're growing a database with the assist of Structured Query Language (SQL) in MySQL server. The patron info like 
name, account variety, cope with, touch variety, and many others. Are there in the database. Also, the IRIS scanning info are 
there as a shape of a complex variety, which consists of the local amplitude and the phase facts of the IRIS sample. Then, 
we are converting the database right into a python statistics set with the assist of XLSX or CSV document. After changing 
into the dataset, we train and check the ones facts sets for accomplishing the best accuracy. So, for the transaction motive, 
the registered consumer must be present there for the transaction. Once the PIN (Personal Identification Number) is tested, 
the system will ask for the IRIS to experiment. The person or the consumer has to head in front of the scanner and once the 
purchaser’s IRIS is verified with the database, the next steps for transaction maintains. 

B. ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM 

 As IRIS is the living password it cant be copied because it is the only part of our body which doesn’t change from 
birth till our death. 

 Using the IRIS scanner for the primary security check makes the system secured automatically. 

 Added with IRIS is the Fingerprint scanner attached to the RFID card that increases the security system a level 
higher. 

 Even if the card is lost, there is no risk of fraudulence as without the fingerprint of the registered customer, the 
card won’t unlock. Hence no transaction is possible. 

 Highly protected, internal organ of the eye. 

C. POSSIBLE DRAWBACKS OF THE SYSTEM 

 RFID card connected with the fingerprint scanner desires a separate electricity supply, which makes the 
cardboard heavier. 

 As because it's far a two-way protection device the transaction manner takes extra time than the conventional 
ATMs. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Automatic Teller Machines have end up a need in this century. Hence high-stage development is needed to make the 
machine secured from diverse skimming activities. The proposed device includes a two-manner protection test. IRIS 
scanner being the number one take a look at increases the level of security. Added to it's far the fingerprint sensor- 
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augmented on the RFID card that acts as a lock for the ATM card and is the secondary protection test. We were capable of 
layout a prototype with the IRIS Scanner because the number one protection system. We are running to regulate the 
machine by means of adding the secondary security check. 
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